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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS 
OF n-TH ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WITH QUASIDERIVATIVES 
MlROSLAV BARTUSEK, B r n o 
(Received April 18, 1995) 
Dedicated to Professor Jaroslav Kurzweil on the occasion of his 70£/l birthday 
Summary. Sufficient conditions are given unde r which the sequence of the abso lute values 
of all local extremes of u^, i E {0, 1, . . . , n — 2} of solutions of a differential equat ion with 
quasiderivatives ?E J — / (£ ,u - l, . . . , y^n~ *) is increasing and tends to oo. The existence of 
proper , oscillatory and unbounded solutions is proved. 
MSC 1991: 34C10 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a nonlinear differential equation 
(1) yW = f(tJ°\...)y^)mD 
where n ^ 3, IR+ = [0,oo), U = (-00,00), D = R+ x [Rn, yW is the i-th quasideriva-
tive of y defined by 
(2) yW = - \ - j,N = - ^ - ( y
[ i - , ! ) ' , t = 1,2, . . . ,» - 1, j,M = ( j / - 1 ] ) ' , 
OoVtj a;(r.) 
the functions a;: IR+ -•> (0,00) are continuous and / : D -> IR fulfils the local 
Caratheodory conditions. 
This work was suppor ted by grant 201/93/0452 of Gran t Agency of Czech Repub l ic 
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Throughout the paper the sign hypothesis 
(3) / (* ,x i , . . .,xn)xx ^ 0, /(*,0,rr2, • • • ,.rfl) = 0 in D 
will be assumed. 
Let y: [0,b) —> (R, b ^ oo be continuous, have the quasiderivatives up to the order 
7i — l and let g^-1) be absolutely continuous. Then y is called a solution of (1) if 
(1) is valid for almost all t G [0,6). 
A solution y is called non-continuable if either b = oo or 
n - l 
b < oo and limsup >J 12/ (̂ )I = oo. 
t-+b • n i = 0 
Let y: [0, b) —> IR be a non-continuable solution of (1). It is called proper if b = oo 
and sup \y(t)\ > 0 holds for an arbitrary number T £ [R+. It is called singular 
T^.t<00 
of the 1-st (2-nd) kind if there exists l* G IR+ such that H(l) = 0 in [£*,oo) and 
sup \y(t)\ > 0 for T G [0,£*) (if b < oo). It is called oscillatory if there exists a 
T!^t<t* 
sequence of its zeros tending to b (tending to t*) if y is either proper or singular of 
the 2-nd kind (if y is singular of the 1-st kind). 
A great effort has been exerted to the study of proper oscillatory solutions of the 
differential equation of the n-t\i order 
(4) y^ = f{t,y',...Jn-^) in /? 
provided (3) is valid. The function f:D —> (R is considered to fulfil the local 
Caratheodory conditions. Thus (4) is a special case of (1). 
In the case n = 2 many authors have studied the following problem for proper 
oscillatory solutions for special types of (4) and (3): Lot {T/c}i° be the sequence of 
the absolute values of all local extremes of y (of y') on LR+. When is {^(T/c)!}?0 
({IH^T/c)!}?0) monotone? The basic condition, among many others, is the mono-
tonicity of / with respect to the independent variable, see Bihari [8], Belohorec [7], 
Das [10], Bobrowski [9], Foltyiiska [11] and Bartusek [i]. 
In the case n = 3 the situation in this direction is described in [2], The sequence 
{y'(Tk)\}]° is increasing without any additional assumptions on / . 
Similar situation occurs in the case n = 4, see [3, 4]. Without any additional 
assumptions on / the sequence1 {^'(T/C)!}^0 is either increasing to oo or decreasing 
to zero for k —> oo. 
The first goal of the present paper consists in a generalization of the above men-
tioned results to equation (1): To establish the existence of a set of proper oscillatory 
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solutions of (1) for which the sequence of the absolute values of all local extremes of 
y'1', i G {0,1,2, . . . ,?i - 2} is increasing. 
This problem is interesting not only by itself but may be used for studying the 
existence of proper oscillatory solutions of (2) with a given asymptotic behaviour. 
Thus the second goal consists in deriving sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
(proper) oscillatory solution y the quasiderivative y^\ i E {0,1, . . . , n — 3} of which 
is unbounded. This problem has not yet been solved for (1) and new results will be 
obtained also for (4). 
Nota t ion . If b{ E C°(I), then I°(t) = 1, 
/ f c ( * , f t i , . . . A ) = / b1(s)l
k~1(s,b2,...,bk)ds, t e l . 
Jo 
Put anj+i(t) = a{(t), j E {-1,0,1}, i E {V . . . , n - 1}, N = {1,2 , . . .} . 
We will assume the following hypotheses (not all simultaneously): 
(HI) Let one of the following assumptions hold: 
(a) Let either ax/a2 E C
1(IR+) for n = 3 or aua2 E C
l(R+), j * E C2(IR+) for 
n = 4 or for n > 4 let there exist an index / E {1 ,2 , . . . , n - 4} such that ai+j, 
j = 1,2 are absolutely continuous and &/+,-, j = 1,2 are locally bounded from 
below; 
(b) 
(5) \f(t, xi,..., x„)| <. A(t)g(\Xl |) in U+ x [--, e]
n, 
where e > 0, A € Lioc(IR+), g e C°[0,e], </(0) = 0, g(x) > 0 for x > 0, 
« = « " 
(H2) \f(t,x1,...,xn)\ O ( 0 w ( _ , N ) inE>, where6€Lioc(IR+) )w6C
0(IR+),cj(.T) > 
0 for x > 0, / * ̂  = oo; 
(H3) let 
an(t)h(\xi\) ^ | / ( t , a : i , . . . , x n ) | in D, 
where an € L l o c(R+) , an ^ 0, ft. € C(R+), ft(0) = 0, h(x) > 0 for x > 0, ft is 
nondecreasing, and let one of the following assumptions hold: 
(i) h(x) = x A ; 0 < A< 1, 
r°° rs' + i rsi + 2 rs7,-i r rs„. 
j ai+i(si+i) j ai+2(si+2) . . . / an(sn) / On+i(5n+i)... 
Jo Jo Jo Jo L^o 
/•st+и_i 
/ a г + n ( s г + n ) dsi+n . . . ds n +i 
Jo 
ásn ... dsг+i = oc, i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1; 
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(ii) h(x) = x, /0°° ӣi(ť) át = oo, i = 1, 2, . . . , n — 1 
IҶs,au 
r°o jn-l( a i i . . . 7 ř / | i _ x ) 
lim sup/ (a n _i) / -J-; ; a n ( s )ds > 1; 
í->oo Jt 
(iii) /0°° ai(t) &t = oo, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
(H4) | / ( l , ^ i , . . . , x n ) | ^ a W i f l s i l ) in £>, where d G C°(R+), d ^ 0, fx > 0 is 
nondecreasing in (0, oo), / i G C°((R+). 
In the sequel, a special type of (1) will be studied: 
(6) Vln]=an(t)g(yl% 
where an e L\oc(R+), an ^ 0, ij <E C
2((R), g(0) = 0, cj(x) < 0 and g(-x) = -a(T) for 
x > 0, a' ^ 0 in R, a" > 0 in R+, an is nondecreasing, av e C
1(R+), ai ^ 0 in [R+. 
I I . ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE SET OF OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS OF (1) 
In this section, properties of solutions of (1) that fulfil the Cauchy initial conditions 
/ e { 0 , l , . . . , n - 1}, a e {-1,1}, cry^(0) > 0 for i = 0 , 1 , . . . , / - 1, 
OH[/](0) <: 0, <n/M(0) < 0 for j = / + 1, . . . ,n - 1 
will be investigated. 
The structure of oscillatory solutions that fulfil (7) is described in [6]. 
Definition. Let y: J = [0,b) —•> R; b ^ oo be a solution of (1) for which there 
exist a number j e { 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1} and sequences {t\}< {^!-1}, i e { 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1}, 
fc e {fc;, fci + 1,...} such that 
(i) ki = 0 for i ^ j , fcѓ = 1 for i > j , lim t°k = b; 
A;—>oo 
(н) o < ą_x < ЃГ
1 < tг1 < tг2 <-.-<ti<fi 
yW(tk) = 0, i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,n - 2, u^
] ^ 0 otherwise in J, 
n[—1](*) = 0 for / e K " 1 ^ " 1 ] ' ^ [ n~ 1 ] ^ ° otherwise in J; 
(iii) if we put t°_1 = 0, l0 = 0 for i > j then 
y W ( % [ 0 ] ( * ) > 0 for t e (*2_i, *1), / = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1, 
< 0 forte (t{,tl), i = 0 , 1 , . . . , ™ - 2 , 
< 0 f o r *<E (^" 1 ,*2), /' = / / - ! , 
fc = 0,1, The set of all such solutions will be denoted by 0(b). 
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Remark. It is evident that if y G 0(oc), then y is proper. If H G 0(6), 6 < oo 
and y is non-continuable, then y is singular of the 2-nd kind. 
A relation between solutions of (1) satisfying the Cauchy initial conditions (7) and 
the set 0(6) was described in [6]. 
Proposition 1. [6] Let y: [0,6) —> (R be a non-continuable oscillatory solution of 
(1) that fulfils (7). and let (HI) be valid. 
(i) Then y e 0(b) and y is either proper or singular of the 2-nd kind. 
(ii) If (H2) is valid, then b = oo and y is proper. 
The following theorem states sufficient conditions under which proper oscillatory 
solutions y G O(oo) exist. 
Proposition 2. [6] Let (HI), (H2) and (H4) hold. Then a solution y of (1) that 
fulfils the Cauchy initial conditions (7), is oscillatory, proper and y G O(oo). 
Remark. Note that the assumptions (H3), (i) and (5) cannot be valid simulta-
neously. 
Lemma 1. Let y: J = [ti,t2] —> U, t\ < t2 be a solution of (1). 
(a) If j G {1,2, . . . ,n}, y[j](t) ^ 0 (^ 0) in J, then y[j~l] is nondecreasing (nonin-
creasing) in J. 
(b) If j G {1, 2 , . . . , n), y[j] (t) > 0 (< 0) in J, then y[j~l] is increasing (decreasing) 
in J. 
(c) If y[0](t) ^ 0 (^ 0) in J, then HI71-1! is nonincreasing (nondecreasing) in J. 
Proof follows directly from (2), or see [6]. 
Lemma 2. Let y G 0(6), 6 ^ oo, i G {0 ,1 , . . . ,n - 2}, ai+i G C
l(R+). 
(a) Ifa'i+l(t) ^ 0 in R+, then 
(8) y[i](t)sgn u[i](ll+1) is concave in Ak = [t^
1,^1] 
for k ^ ki+i. 
(b) If 6 < oo and i < n - 2, then there exists k ~N such that (8) holds for k ^ k. 
P r o o f , (a) Let A; ̂  k{+i. Put t0 = t[+
l, tY = V~
l, J = [0,6). Without loss 
of generality, suppose that sgn y[l](to) > 0. The opposite case can be dealt with 
similarly. 
It follows from y G 0(6) and Lemma 2 that 
y[i+l](to) = 0,y
[i+l](t)<0m(to,t1}, 
(9) y[i+2](t) ^ 0 in Ak,y
[i+1] is decreasing in Ak. 
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Further using (2), 
(10) (yl'1(t))" = ( « i + 1 ( j ) /
+ "(«)) ' = a i + 1 ( 0 a i + 2 ( f ) , / t
i + 2 l ( 0 + a'i+1(t)y^ (t). 
Then according to (9), (10) we have (y^(t))" ^ 0 and the statement is valid in this 
case. 
(b) Let b < oo, i ^ n — 3 be valid. By virtue of y G O(b) and Lemma 1 
(11) 2/'i+3](*) < 0,y[{+2] is nonincreasing in AA:. 
If a j + 1 = 0 in J, then the statement follows from (10) and (9). Let k ^ 2 be such 
that 
minat+i(s)fl{+2(s) 
(12) 0 < b - ^ + i ^ ^ ^ fc ^ maxcii+2(s) max |a j , x (r) 
Consider k ^ k. It follows from (11) that for £ G A*, we have 
(13) 0 < - yW(t) = -y[i+1\t) + 3/li+1l(<o) = - f''(y[i+1](t))' ^ 
Jt„ 
= - f a i + 2 ( % l '
: + 2 l ( 0 d ^ - m a x a , ; + 2 ( . s ) ( 6 - 4
+ 1 ) / + 2 l ( 0 . 
Finally, this together with (10), (9) and (12) implies 
(y®(t))" ^ ai+l(t)ai+2(t)yW(t) - max |« ' I + 1 ( r ) | /
+ 1 l ( t ) 
r£j 
^ H[i+2](l)[ai+i(l)a;+2(0 -mina i + i ( . s ' )a r - + 2 (5) ] ^ 0. 
sG J 
This completes the proof. • 
The following Kolmogorov-Horny type or Hardy inequality is very useful. The 
proof is similar to the case without quasiderivatives, see [11]. 
L e m m a 3 . Let A = [tut2] C R, h < t2. Let b, > 0, i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n and let Z be 
continuous such that the quasiderivatives Z^ defined by 
Z[°] = -^, Z^] = - i - ( Z ^ 1 ] y , / = V2,...,n 
bo bi(t) 
are continuous for i = 1,. . . , n — 1 and Z^ G Fi()f(A). Suppose that Z^\ i = 
1, 2 , . . . , n — 1 have a zero in A and there exists a constant C such that 




i/i = max|zM(f)|, i = 0 , l , . . . , n - l . i>n^\Z
[ll](t)\ 
Í Є Д 
a.e. in A. Then 
v{ <C {2y/C)
i{n-i)Vo"lvZ, 2 = 0 , l , . . . , n . 
,7i — 1}. Let Ai C A, Ai = [T, Ti] be the smallest P r o o f . Let i G {1 ,2 , . . . . 
interval such that 
m a x | Z ^ ( l ) | = i / i , mm \Z^(t)\ = 0 . 
leAi teAi 
Then function Z ^ does no t change its sign in Ai and 
i/? = 2 / | Z ^ ) ( Z M ( 0 ) ' | d t = 2 / \zW(t)Z^(t)bi+l(t)\dt 
JAi JAi 
^ 2vi+l / ^ i i i^Kzl '-
1 !^)) ' ! di ^ 4CV.+H/.-L 
JAi "At) 
From this and using the mathematical induction we can easily prove t h a t 
Vi ^ (2\fC)iv^TuJ+[, i = 1, 2 , . . . , n - 1, 
i/,- < (2y/C)i{n-i)u^1uHn, i = 1,... ,n - 1. 
D 
L e m m a 4. Let y G 0(b), b <C oo, i G {1,2, . . . , 11 - 2}, k G { k ; + i , ^ + i + V- •.}, 
let yW(t) s g n i / l 1 ' ! ^ 1 ) be concave in [ f ^ 1 , * ! " 1 ] . Let eitijer }i G [1,2], 7 = f ™-d 
i/i+l\t) sgnyt*+ 1](fA+
2) is concave in Ai = [ll+ 1,ll.] or (3 = 7 = 1. If 
(14) 
mina,-(r) n i ina i+i(č) 
7 < ^ • 17777-: 77Í>A2 = [**,**. J max cii (t) max a^+i (t) 
teA2 teAi 
then^\y[Hti+l)\<\y[Htl++\)\-
P r o o f . Putt0 = t
i + \ t l = t l , t 2 = C
1 , Ai = ? n - t i , A 2 = * 2 - ^ o , ^i = ( to, t i ) , 
<52 = ( t i, '2) and suppose, without loss of generality, that y^(t-o) > 0. Then y € O(b) 
and Lemma 1 yields 
(15) 
f ?/ l i-1](/) > 0 in Ai U W ~ 1 ] ( * 2 ) = 0, 
)/l ,_1l is increasing (decreasing) in Ai (in A 2 ) , 
y[i](t) > 0 (< 0) in Si (in S2), yW(h) = 0, 
</li+1l(f0) = 0,y
[i+l\t) < 0 in Sy U A 2 , 
i/l'l and ?/l,+ |l arc decreasing in Ai U A 2 . 
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The statement will be proved indirectly Thus, suppose that y/Py[i](t0) ^ l ^ ' ^ + i j l -
As y £ 0(b), we get 
(16) y/0y[i[{to) > \y[i](t-2)l 
As yW is concave in A i , y-ll is above the secant going through the points Fi = 
[*o,2/[i](*o)] and P2 = [tuQ]. Thus JAiyM(t)dt ^ P where P = ^y
[i](t0) is the 
area of the triangle PiP2P3, P 3 = [£0,0]. Similarly, it follows from (15) and from the 
concavity of yM in A2 tha t fA^ \y^(t)\dt ^ P , where P is the area of the triangle 
[*i,0], [*2,0], [t2, \y
[i](t2)\i P = ^\y
[i](t2)\. From this and from (15) we have 
y[i~1](ti) = - f ( y ^ ( l ) ) ' d l = - f ai(t)y^Ht)dt ^^\y^(t2)\ maxai(s), 
JA2 JA2
 2 s G A -
y[i~1](ti) > y[i~1](ti) - y[l~l](to) = / a t-(t)l/
[ i l(0 d* £ ^ V ] ( * o ) min a{(s). 
Thus, combining these two results and (16), we obtain 
yr 1 miliars) 
(17) ^ > J _ f _ ! ^ . 
Ai y/P mdixai(s) 
sGA2 
Further, (15) yields 
(18) \y[i](t2)\= - f (y
[Ht))'dt 
JA2 
= - / a,+ i ( l ) ^ ^ ( f ) d f ^ A 2 | g
i + 1 ] ( ^ 1 ) | m i n a i + 1 ( 5 ) . 
JA2
 s e A 2 
Let (3 = 7 = 1. Then, similarly, 
y[%o) = - / a i+L^^ 'Wd^An^+^^OImaxa i+ i 
JAi l ' € A l 
and according to (18), (17) and (16) 
UM(1 V min a»(s) min a,-+i(s) 
1 l?l
l H^j l > sGAi s£A2  
y[{] (/0) ^ max a;(s) max a?+i (s) 
seA 2 sGAi 
The contradiction to (14) proves the statement in this case. 
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Let 0 G [1,2], 7 = § and let H[l+1](f) sgn H[f+1](l) sgn (tj.+2) be concave in Ax . 
Then, by means of (15) and by y G 0(b) we have y[i+1](**fc
+2) > ° a n ^ thus y [ t+1] is 
concave in A^ From this and from (15) we conclude that 
y[i](to) = - / a ,+ 1(%
[ i + 1 ]( l)d* ^ - | i |2 /[
i + 1](«1) |maXa i + 1(5) 
JAi 2 s € A l 
holds which, together with (18), gives 
r |yM(fa)| 2A2jg^
f l'+l(5) 
y[i](^o) ^ Ai maxa1+1(.<>) 
(19) s G A l 
0 min a i + 1(s) min az(s) 
--. sGA2 SGAI >//3 max a i + 1 (5) max a; (5) 
s£Ai s£A2 
This inequality contradicts (14). D 
In the sequel, proper oscillatory solutions y G O(oo) will be studied. Proposition 
2 gives criteria for the existence of such solutions. 
Theorem 1. Let y G O(oo), i G {V . . . ,n - 2}, a i + 1 G C^R+J, < + 1 ( t ) ^ 0 in 
R+. 
(a) If ai is nonincreasing in R+, then the sequence {|y
[ l ](^+1)|}, A; G {fcl+1,kz+1 + 
1,...} of aii local extremes of y^ in R+ is increasing. 
(b) Ifi ^n- 3, a'i+2(t) ^ 0 and 
limsupa;(£) 
(20) ^°°r / N < 2, 
v ; l imin fa^ ) 
t—>cx> 
then there exists k such that {|y [ l ](^+1)|}, k^k is increasing. 
P r o o f . It is evident that the assumptions of Lemma 3, with the exception of 
(14), are fulfilled (use Lemma 1, too). 
(a) The statement follows directly from Lemma 4 for /3 = 7 = 1. 
(b) Put (3 = 1, 7 = \ in Lemma 4; according to (20) there exists k such that 
min ai+\(t) min aAt) min az(£) 1 
*€A2 £€Ai _ tGA2 > 1 > ^ 
m a x a i + i ( t ) m a x a ^ ) maxaz(l) ^ 2 ' ^
 k 
tGAi t£A2 teAi 
and thus (14) is fulfilled. D 
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Theorem 2. Let y G O(oo). i G { 1 , . . . ,n - 3}, a,+ , G C^R+J, a i + 2 G C^R+J, 
a'i_L_i(t) > 0, a'-+2(£) ^ 0 in R+. Let either ai be nonincrcasing in R+ OT 1er; lim a,- = 
t—>oo 
A, 0 < A < oo hold. Then yW is unbounded. 
P r o o f . The assumptions of Lemmas 2 and 4 are fulfilled. 
(a) Let ai be nonincreasing. If 0 = 2, 7 = 1 is chosen, then (14) is valid and 
(21) v ^ % i + 1 ) | < | y [ % i + l . ) l 
holds. Thus 
(22) lim |yW(4+ 1 ) |=oo. 
(b) Let lim a* = A exist, 0 < _4 < 00 and let e > 0, 0 < /? = 2 - e, 7 = 1 - s/2. 
Then there exists k such that 
min a;(f )/maxa;(l) ^ 1 — s/2, k ^ k 
tGAi t£A2 
and (14) evidently holds. Thus 
(23) ^^l\y^Ht[^)\<\y^ht^\)l 
and (22) is valid. • 
Remark , (a) Note that, under the assumptions of Theorem 2, the statement of 
Theorem 1 is valid and thus the sequence {|y'l'(*L+l)l} ()^ t n e l° c a l extremes of \y^\ 
is increasing for all admissible k. 
(b) The inequalities (21) and (23) give an estimate from below for the speed of 
the increase of the sequence of all absolute values of local extremes of yW. 
The following results are consequences of the above Theorems 1 and 2 and Lemma 
3 and give sufficient conditions for the existence of unbounded proper oscillatory 
solutions of (1). 
Theorem 3. Let i G { l , . . . , ? i - 2}, a i + i G C ' (R + ) , a'i+l(t) ^ 0 in R+ and let 
either ai be nonincreasing in R+ or i ^ n — 3, a'^.)^) ^ 0 and (20) be valid. Let 
(24) Q i+i(0 ^ c <OQ^ j = 1,2,...,/. - 2 in R+, 
Clj(t) 
(HI) and (H4) iioid with d(t) — a„,_i(t). Then every proper oscillatory solution of 
(1) fulfilling the Cauchy initial conditions (7) docs not tend to zero for t -> 00. 
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If moreover, (H2) and (H3) hold then every solution of (I) fulfilling (7) is proper 
oscillatory and does not tend to zero for t —» oo. 
P r o o f . Let y be a proper oscillatory solution of (1) for which (7) holds. Ac-
cording to Proposition 1, y G O(oo) and the statement of Theorem 1 holds. Thus 
there exist ko and C3 such that 
(25) |y[7l(tl+1)l ^ c 3 > 0 , k>k0. 
Consider the differential equation equivalent to (1) 
an-i(t) an_i(*)" 
As the assumptions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled in Ak — [0,^+1] with 
vn = maxfi(|u(l)|), 
we get, using (25), 
0 < C3 ^ Vi ^ AV0" tVi ^ AV0" [max/i(|H(l)|)]". 
teAt, 
The statement follows from the assumption that fi > 0 is nondecreasing in A/~, 
k ^ ko- The rest of the statements of the theorem follow from Proposition 2. 
Theorem 4. Let n ^ 4, i e { 1 , . . . ,71 - 3}, a i + j G C
1(^+) ? a ' i+ j(0 ^ 0 in R+ , 
j = 1,2, lim a» = A, 0 < A < oo hold. Further, let (24), (HI) and (H4) be 
t—>oo 
valid with d(t) = an-\(t). Then every proper oscillatory solution of (1) fulfilling (7) 
is unbounded in R+. If moreover, (H2) and (H3) hold then every solution of (I) 
fulfilling (7) is proper, oscillatory and unbounded in R+. 
Proof is similar as that of the previous theorem, only Th. 2 must be used instead 
of Th. 1. D 
Let us turn our attention to oscillatory singular solutions of the 2-nd kind from 
the set 0(b), b < 00. According to Proposition 1 such solutions may exist if (HI) 
and (7) hold. 
Theorem 5. Let y G O(b), b < 00, i G {1,2, ...,7/. - 2}, r//+1 G C
l(R+), ai+2 G 
CHR+). 
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(a) Let either i G {1,2 , . . . . n - 4} or i = n - 3 and a'n_Y{t) ^ 0 in R+. Then 
y is oscillatory singular of the 2-nd kind and there exists k such that the sequence 
{|2/W(4+1)I}> k^k is increasing and lim | j / w (^ + 1 ) | = oo. 
k—>oo 
(b) Let either i = n — 3ori = n — 2 and let a,- be nonincreasing, a'i+l ^ 0 in 
R+. Then u is oscillatory singular of the 2-nd kind and there exists k such that 
{\y[l](tlk^
l)\}, k ^ k is increasing. 
P r o o f . It is evident that the assumptions of Lemma 4, with the exception of 
(14), are fulfilled for e > 0, 0 < fi = 2 - e, 7 = 0/2 (for 0 = 7 = 1) in case (a) (in 
case (b)) (use Lemma 2, too). The validity of (14): 
Case (a): As b < 00, there exists k such that for k ^ k 
min aAt) min ai+] (t) min ai(t)ai+i{t) 
tGAi £<GA2 te[r,b) 
7— 7— ̂  7— 7— ̂  1 — e/2 = 7 
maxaAn maxa.+i (t) max aAtmi+At) 
t£A2 te&i t£[T,b) 
holds where r = cl-+1. Thus (14) is valid. 
Case (b): (14) directly follows from the assumptions posed on a?, az+i. The statement 
follows from Lemma 4; as |y'l'(^A.+1)l is increasing and lim tlk^~
l = b < 00, y must be 
k-too 
singular of the 2-nd kind. • 
Theorem 6. Let y G 0(b), b < 00, let (H4) be valid, a l + j G C
1(1R+), j = 1,2 
and let either i G {1, 2 , . . . , ra — 4} or i = n — 3 ̂  1 and a/n_x (t) ^ 0 in R+. Then y 
is oscillatory singular of the 2-nd kind and unbounded in [0, b). 
P r o o f is similar to that of Theorem 3. • 
I I . ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF (4 ) AND ( 6 ) 
In Section I sufficient conditions are given for the sequence of the absolute values 
of local extremes of y[l], i ^ 1 to be increasing. The same result for y[0] is stated in 
this section but for equation (G) only. 
Lemma 5. Let y G 0(b), b ̂  00 be a solution of (6). Then g(y[0](t)) sgn y[0](tl) 
is convex in Ak = [t\,t°k] for k G {ki, ki + 1,.. .}. 
P r o o f . Put t0 = t\, ti = t°, J = [0,6). Without loss of generality, suppose 
that sgn y[0](t0) > 0. 
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It follows from y G 0(b) and Lemma 1 that y[0] ^ 0, y[1](t0) = 0, y
[1](t) < 0 in 
(to,t\], y[2] < 0 in Afc. Then (2) and the assumptions concerning function g yield 
(g(y[01(t))r-y , ,(y[0](t))[a1(l,)y
[11(t)]2 
+ y ,(y [ 0 lW)K(% [ 1 ](0 + a2(t)ai(t)y
[2](t)} > o. 
D 
Theorem 7. Let y € 0(b), b ^ oo be a solution of (6). Let either a'2(t) ^ 0 in 
R_i_ or b < oo, n ^ 4 be satisfied. Then there exists k such that 
\y[0](tl)\<\y[0](t{+l)l * £ * • 
Thus, y is proper (singular of the 2-nd kind) if b = oo (if b < ooj. Moreover, in the 
case a'2 ^ 0 we can put k = ki. 
P r o o f . According to Lemma 7 the function g(y[0](t)) sgn H^(^) is convex in 
[ij.,l°] for k^ k\. Similarly, it follows from Lemma 2 that there exists k such that 
y[1](t) sgn y[1](t'l) is concave in [t\, l°] for k ^ A;; at the same time, we can put k = k\ 
if a2 ^ 0. 
Let A; ^ A:. Put Ai - ft,f°], t0 = t\, h = ^ *2 = C^
1 , <*i = (*L*°), <*2 = 
(l°, l^1), A2 = [*°, *£}] , A, = t° - tl A2 = q~l - t°k. Without loss of generality, 
suppose that y[0](tl) > 0. Then, according to y G 0(b) and Lemma 1, we have 
' y[0](t) > 0 (< 0) in <$i (in £2),g
[0](li) = 0, 
y[1](to) = 0,y
[1](t)<0m6iUA2, 
(26) < y[0],y[1] are decreasing in Ai U A2, 
y[n~1](t) < 0 in Ai U 82,y
[n-1](t2) = 0, 
, y[n~l] is nonincreasing (nondecreasing) in Ai (in A2). 
The statement will be proved indirectly Thus, let us suppose that |H^(£i)| ^ 
|y[0lW.+i)l- Then (26) and y G G(b) yield 
(27) yWfa) > \y[0](t2)\. 
It follows from (26) that 
\y[n-1](h)\ = y[n-1](t2)-y^-




holds. As g(y^(t)) is convex in Ai, we have 
|y["-1](*i)l > -y[n-1](ti)+y[n-1](t0) = - [ y
[n](t)dt = - [ a(t)g(yW(t))dt 
> ^-\g(y[0](to))\an(h). 
Thus, according to (27) and g(x) = —g(—x) we conclude 
( m j 2 i |g(y
[01(<o))l = l |g(|y
tol(^o)l)l ^ i 
{ ' Ai 2 g(yW(t2)) 2\g(\yM(t.2)\)\ " 2 " 
In the same way as in Lemma 4 the inequality 
-r- minai(s) -r 
(29) 1 > 2 - ^ ^ - — = 2 ^ 
Ai maxai(s) Aj 
sGAi 
can be proved, see the first two inequalities (19), (3=1. The contradiction of (28) 
to (29) proves the statement. • 
Theorem 8. Let a'2 ^ 0. Let ^ G C
l(U+) ( ^ G C2(U+)) if n = 3 (n = 4) 
holds. Let (H3) hold where f(t,x\,... ,xn) = an(t)g(x\). Then every solution y of 
(6) satisfying the Cauchy initial conditions (7) is oscillatory proper. Moreover, the 
sequence of the absolute values of all local extremes of y^ in (R+ is increasing. 
P r o o f . The statement is a consequence of Proposition 2 and Theorem 7 because 
hypotheses (HI) and (H2) are valid. • 
Remark . Sufficient conditions, under which the sequence of the absolute values 
of local extremes tends to oo, can be obtained from Theorem 4. 
In the rest of this section some consequences of Theorems 1, 2 and 4 for equation 
(4) are given. 
Corollary 1. Let y be an oscillatory solution of (4) that fulfils (7). Then 
(a) the sequence of the absolute values of all local extremes of y^ is increasing 
fori G { l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 } ; 
(b) yW, j = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 3 are unbounded; 
(c) y is unbounded if (H4) holds with d = l. 
Corollary 2. Let y be a solution of (4) that fulfils (7). Let there exist functions 
u G C°(R+), a G Fioc(R+) and h G C°(U+) such that uj > 0 in (0, oo), f™ ^- = oo, 
a ^ 0, h > 0 in (0, oo), h is non-decreasing and 
a(*)MI*1IU |/(*,*i,...,a-n)| ^ ' ( k i | ) . 
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Further, let one of the following assumptions hold: 
(i) h(x) =xx,0<\< 1, |0°° t
{n-l)xa(t) dt = CXD; 
(ii) h(x) = x, limsupt f™tn-2a(t)dt > 1; 
t—j»oo 
(in) f™a(t)dt = oc. 
Then y is proper, oscillatory and unbounded. 
Remark . The results of Corollary 1, (a), (b) and of Theorem 7 are new, even 
for the linear equation 
(30) y{n) = a(t)y, a ^ 0. 
If either n is odd or the integer part of n/2 is odd, then Corollary 2 generalizes 
results concerning the existence of proper, oscillatory and unbounded solutions of 
(4) obtained in [5] and [13] (for the linear case (30)). 
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